
Links to literacy

Year 8 Geography Curriculum Road Map

AUTUMN - 1

Topic name: Coasts 
Why study the topic?

We are an island country surrounded by coast 
and with the increased impact of rising sea 
levels it is important we understand how this 
effects our world, what landforms are created 
as a result of coastal processes how this 
impacts settlements and industries on our 
coastline and the steps put in place to reduce 
future impact. 

SUMMER - 1

Topic name: Resource Management
Why study this topic?

Understanding what the worlds essential 
resources are, what impact a surplus or a lack 
of these can have on humans around the 
world. Discovering how energy is produced 
and what ways we can find new and varied 
ways to provide energy. 

SUMMER - 2

Topic name: Study Of Russia

Why study this topic?

Russia is an interesting country with a long history 
and complex landscape. Discover what Russia is like, 
its features and climate. What ecosystems are found 
across Russia, where are its populations and what 
resources are at its disposal. 

Subject Intent statement

AUTUMN - 2

Topic name: Climate Change

Why study the topic?

Global warming and climate change is impacting our daily 
lives more and more by the day and leading to changes all 
around the world, in weather events. We need to 
understand how this is occurring, what is our impact and 
discover responses to this global issue.
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5SPRING – 1

Topic name: Ecosystems 
Why study this topic?

Ecosystems are important as they inform us about the world around us and how the 
cycles of nature work. How animals have adapted to their environments, and how if 
there is one change in the ecosystem then this has an impact of everything else. 
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SPRING - 2

Topic name: Urbanisation

Humans have been moving out of the countryside and into 
cities rapidly over the course of the last 200 years. We 
need to understand why this is happening, what different 
land use can be found in settlements, what the 
opportunities and challenges of rapid urbanisation is and 
how we have responded. 
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Links to Numeracy

In Geography, we use mathematics to organize and analyse data in tables and graphs, to see 
and make sense of patterns in the data, to represent scientific phenomena and concepts.

We learn geography as it is interesting, exciting and relevant to our everyday lives. It 
will help us make sense of the world and develop skill sets that enable us to embody 
the Enfield way, which is to LEARN: Lead, Excel, Aspire, Stay Resilient, and Nurture. 

We develop geography literacy through reading scientific literature aloud, and applying knowledge to 
extended writing questions. We discuss key concepts with our peers to help embed key terms.
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